Abstract. We prove that endowing a real-time probabilistic or quantum computer with the ability of postselection increases its computational power. For this purpose, we provide a new model of finite automata with postselection, and compare it with the model of Lāce et al. We examine the related language classes, and also establish separations between the classical and quantum versions, and between the zero-error vs. boundederror modes of recognition in this model.
Introduction
The notion of postselection as a mode of computation was introduced by Aaronson [1] . Postselection is the (unrealistic) capability of discarding all branches of a computation in which a specific event does not occur, and focusing on the surviving branches for the final decision about the membership of the input string in the recognized language. Aaronson examined PostBQP, the class of languages recognized with bounded error by polynomial-time quantum computers with postselection, and showed it to be identical to the well-known classical complexity class PP. It is, however, still an open question whether postselection adds anything to the power of polynomial-time computation, since we do not even know whether P, the class of languages recognized by classical computers with zero error in polynomial time, equals PP or not. In this paper, we prove that postselection is useful for real-time computers with a constant space bound, that is, finite automata.
Groundbreaking work on the effect of postselection on quantum finite automata (QFAs) was performed by Lāce, Scegulnaja-Dubrovska, and Freivalds [17] , who defined a model that is somewhat different (and, as we show here, strictly more powerful,) than Aaronson's basic concept. In this paper, we examine the power of postselection on both probabilistic and quantum finite automata. Our model of postselection is more in alignment with Aaronson's original definition. We establish some basic properties of the related language classes and the relationships among them. It turns out that classical probabilistic finite automata (PFAs) with (our kind of) postselection are strictly more powerful than ordinary PFAs, and that QFAs with postselection are even more powerful than their classical counterparts. We also prove that QFAs with postselection have the same computational power as the recently introduced real-time QFAs with restart [28] , and allowing a small but positive error to be committed by a finite automaton with postselection enlarges the class of recognized languages in comparison to the zero-error case.
2 Standard models of probabilistic and quantum finite automata
Probabilistic finite automata
A real-time probabilistic finite automaton (RT-PFA) is a 5-tuple
where Q is the set of internal states, q 1 is the initial state, Q a ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states, Σ is the input alphabet, not containing the end-markers ¢ and $,Σ = Σ ∪ {¢, $}, and the A σ are transition matrices, whose columns are stochastic vectors, such that A σ 's (j, i) th entry, denoted A σ [j, i] , is the probability of the transition from state q i to state q j when reading symbol σ.
The computation of a RT-PFA can be traced by a stochastic state vector, say v, whose i th entry, denoted v[i], corresponds to state q i . For a given input string w ∈ Σ * (the string read by the machine isw = ¢w$),
wherew i denotes the i th symbol ofw, 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, and v 0 is the initial state vector, whose first entry is 1. (|w| denotes the length ofw.) The transition matrices of a RT-PFA can be extended for any string as
where w ∈ (Σ) * , σ ∈Σ, and A ε = I (ε denotes the empty string). The probability that RT-PFA P will accept string w is
The probability that P will reject string w is f r P (w) = 1 − f a P (w). The language L ⊆ Σ * recognized by machine M with (strict) cutpoint λ ∈ R is defined as
The languages recognized by RT-PFAs with cutpoint form the class of stochastic languages, denoted S. The language L ⊆ Σ * recognized by machine M with nonstrict cutpoint λ ∈ R is defined as [3] 
The languages recognized by RT-PFAs with nonstrict cutpoint form the class of co-stochastic languages, denoted coS. S ∪ coS (denoted uS) is the class of languages recognized by RT-PFAs with unbounded error.
Probabilistic automata that recognize a language with cutpoint zero are identical to nondeterministic automata, in particular, the class of languages recognized by RT-PFAs with cutpoint zero is REG [6] , the class of regular languages.
The language L ⊂ Σ * is said to be recognized by machine M with error bound
This situation is also known as recognition with bounded error. RT-PFAs recognize precisely the regular languages with bounded error [21] .
Viewing the input as written (between the end-markers) on a suitably long tape, with each tape square containing one symbol fromΣ, and a tape head moving over the tape, sending the symbol it currently senses to the machine for processing, the RT-PFA model can be augmented by allowing the transition matrices to specify the direction in which the tape head can move in each step, as well as the next state. The model obtained by legalizing leftward and stationary tape head moves in this manner is named the two-way probabilistic finite automaton (2PFA). 2PFAs can recognize some nonregular languages with bounded error in exponential time [11] .
Quantum finite automata
A real-time quantum finite automaton (RT-QFA) [14, 26, 29 ] is a 5-tuple
where Q, Σ, q 1 , and Q a are as defined above for RT-PFAs, and E σ is an admissible operator having the elements {E σ,1 , . . . , E σ,k } for some k ∈ Z + satisfying
Additionally, we define the projector
in order to check for acceptance. For a given input string w ∈ Σ * (the string read by the machine isw = ¢w$), the overall state of the machine can be traced by
where 1 ≤ j ≤ |w| and ρ 0 = |q 1 q 1 | is the initial density matrix. The transition operators can be extended easily for any string as
where w ∈ (Σ) * , σ ∈Σ, and
.) The probability that RT-QFA M will accept input string w is
The class of languages recognized by RT-QFAs with cutpoint (respectively, nonstrict cutpoint) are denoted QAL (respectively, coQAL). QAL ∪ coQAL, denoted uQAL, is the class of languages recognized by RT-QFAs with unbounded error. Any quantum automaton with a sufficiently general definition can simulate its probabilistic counterpart, so one direction of the relationships that we report among probabilistic and quantum language classes is always easy to see. It is known that S = QAL , coS = coQAL, and uS = uQAL [26, 29] . The class of languages recognized by RT-QFAs with cutpoint zero, denoted NQAL, is a proper superclass of REG, and is not closed under complementation [27] . The class of languages whose complements are in NQAL is denoted coNQAL. RT-QFAs recognize precisely the regular languages with bounded error [16, 4, 15, 2] .
Probabilistic and quantum finite automata with restart
In this subsection, we review models of finite automata with restart (see [28] for details). Since these are two-way machines, the input is written on a tape scanned by a two-way tape head. For a given input string w ∈ Σ, w is written on tape, the tape squares are indexed by integers, andw is written on the squares indexed 1 through |w|. For these machines, we assume that after reading the right end-marker $, the input head never tries to visit the square indexed by |w| + 1. A real-time probabilistic finite automaton with restart (RT-PFA ), can be seen as an augmented RT-PFA, and a 7-tuple
where Q r is the set of reject states, and Q is the set of restart states. Moreover, Q n = Q\(Q a ∪Q r ∪Q ) is the set of nonhalting and nonrestarting states. The processing of input symbols by a RT-PFA is performed according to Equation 2, as in the RT-PFA, with the additional feature that after each transition, the internal state q is checked, with the following consequences:
-(" ") if q ∈ Q , the computation is restarted (the internal state is set to q 1 and the input head is replaced to the square indexed by 1); -("a") if q ∈ Q a , the computation is terminated with the decision of acceptance; -("r") if q ∈ Q r , the computation is terminated with the decision of rejection; -("n") if q ∈ Q n , the input head is moved one square to the right.
The quantum counterpart of RT-PFAs presented in [28] has a parallel definition, but with a real-time Kondacs-Watrous quantum finite automaton 1 (RT-KWQFA), rather than a RT-QFA taken as basis. A realtime (Kondacs-Watrous) quantum finite automaton with restart (RT-KWQFA ) is a 7-tuple
where {U σ∈Σ } is a set of unitary transition matrices defined for each σ ∈Σ. The computation of M starts with |q 1 . At each step of the computation, the transition matrix corresponding to the current input symbol, say U σ , is applied on the current state vector, say |ψ , belonging to the state space H Q , spanned by |q 1 , . . . , |q |Q| , and then we obtain new state vector |ψ ′ , i.e.
After that, a projective measurement
with outcomes ∆ = {" ", "a", "r", "n"} is performed on the state space. After the measurement, the machine acts according to the measurement outcomes, as listed above for RT-PFA s. Note that the new state vector is normalized after the measurement, and the state vector is set to |q 1 when the computation is restarted . A segment of computation of an automaton with restart A which begins with a (re)start, and ends with a halting or restarting state will be called a round. Let p a A (w) (p r A (w)) be the probability that w is accepted (rejected) in a single round of A. For a given input string w ∈ Σ * , the overall acceptance and rejection probabilities of w (f a A (w) and f r A (w), respectively,) can be calculated as shown in the following lemma.
is calculated in the same way. 1 We refer the reader to [16, 26, 29] for details of this QFA variant.
Moreover, if A recognizes a language with error bound ǫ < 1 2 , we have the following relation.
Lemma 2. The language L ⊆ Σ * is recognized by A with error bound ǫ if and only if
Furthermore, if
Proof. See [28] .
, and let s A (w) be the maximum number of steps in any branch of a round of A on w. The worst-case expected runtime of A on w is
Proof. The worst-case expected running time of A on w is
In this paper, we will find it useful to use automata with restart that employ the restart move only when the input head is at the right end of the input tape. It is obvious that the computational power of RT-PFA s does not change if the act of entering the halting states is postponed to the end of the computation. For the quantum version, it is more convenient to use the general QFA model described in Section 2, rather than the KWQFA, as the building block of the RT-QFA model for this purpose. We use the denotation RT-QFA for this variant of quantum automata with restart.
A real-time general quantum finite automaton with restart (RT-QFA ) is a 6-tuple
where all specifications are the same as RT-QFA (see Section 2.2), except that -Q r is the set of rejecting states;
is the set of restart states;
-∆ = {a, r, } with the following specifications:
• "a": halt and accept, • "r": halt and reject, and • " ": restart the computation. The corresponding projectors, P a , P r , P , are defined in a standard way, based on the related sets of states, Q a , Q r , Q , respectively.
Note that a RT-KWQFA can be simulated by a RT-QFA in a straightforward way, by postponing each intermediate measurement to the end of the computation. Formally, for a given RT-KWQFA M = (Q, Σ, {U σ∈Σ }, q 1 , Q a , Q r , Q ), can be exactly simulated by RT-QFA M ′ = (Q, Σ, {E σ∈Σ }, q 1 , Q a , Q r ), where, for each σ ∈Σ, E σ = {E σ,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4} can be defined as follows:
-E σ,1 is obtained from U σ by keeping all transitions from the nonhalting states to the others and replacing the others with zeros; -E σ,2 , E σ, 3 , and E σ,4 are zero-one diagonal matrices whose entries are 1 only for the transitions leaving restarting, accepting, and rejecting states, respectively.
The following theorem lets us conclude that the two variants of QFAs with restart are equivalent in language recognition power. Theorem 1. Any language L ⊆ Σ * recognized by an n-state RT-QFA with error bound ǫ can be recognized by a O(n)-state RT-KWQFA with the same error bound. Moreover, if the expected runtime of the RT-QFA is O(s(|w|)), then, for a constant l > 1, the expected runtime of the RT-KWQFA is O(l 2|w| s 2 (|w|)), where w is the input string.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Postselection
We are now ready to present our model of the real-time finite automaton with postselection (RT-PostFA).
Definitions
A RT-PFA with postselection (RT-PostPFA) is a 5-tuple
where Q p ⊆ Q, the only item in this definition that differs from that of the standard RT-PFA, is the set of postselection states. Q p is the union of two disjoint sets Q pa and Q pr , which are called the postselection accept and reject states, respectively. The remaining states in Q form the set of nonpostselection states.
A RT-PostPFA can be seen as a standard RT-PFA satisfying the condition that for each input string w ∈ Σ * ,
The acceptance and rejection probabilities of input string w by RTPostPFA P before postselection are defined as
and p r P (w) =
Note that we are using notation identical to that introduced in the discussion for automata with restart for these probabilities; the reason will be evident shortly. Finite automata with postselection have the capability of discarding all computation branches except the ones belonging to Q p when they arrive at the end of the input. The probabilities that RT-PostPFA P will accept or reject string w are obtained by normalization, and are given by
and
The class of languages recognized by RT-PostPFAs with bounded error will be denoted PostS. The subset of PostS consisting of languages recognized by RT-PostPFAs with zero error is denoted ZPostS.
Quantum finite automata with postselection are defined in a manner completely analogous to their classical counterparts, and are based on the RT-QFA model of Section 2.2. A RT-QFA with postselection (RTPostQFA) is a 5-tuple
satisfying the condition that for each input string w ∈ Σ * ,
where P p is the projector defined as
Additionally we define the projectors
The acceptance and rejection probabilities of input string w by RTPostQFA M before postselection are defined as
and p r M (w) = tr(P pr ρ |w| ).
The probabilities f a M (w), f r M (w) associated by RT-PostQFAs are defined similarly to those of RT-PostPFAs.
The class of languages recognized by RT-PostQFAs with bounded error is denoted PostQAL. The subset of PostQAL consisting of languages recognized by RT-PostQFAs with zero error is named ZPostQAL.
The power of postselection
It is evident from the similarity of the statement of Lemma 1 and Equations 24 and 25 that there is a close relationship between machines with restart and postselection automata. This is set out in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The classes of languages recognized by RT-PFA and RT-QFA with bounded error are identical to PostS and PostQAL, respectively.
Proof. Given a (probabilistic or quantum) RT-PostFA P, we can construct a corresponding machine with restart M whose accept and reject states are P's postselection accept and reject states, respectively. All remaining states of P are designated as restart states of M. Given a machine with restart M, (we assume the computation is restarted and halted only when the input head is at the right end of the tape,) we construct a corresponding RT-PostFA P by designating the accept and reject states of M as the postselection accept and reject states of P, respectively, and the remaining states of M are converted to be nonpostselection states.
By Lemma 1 and Equations 24 and 25, the machines before and after these conversions recognize the same language, with the same error bound.
Corollary 1. PostQAL and PostS are subsets of the classes of the languages recognized by two-way QFAs and PFAs, respectively, with bounded error.
We are now able to demonstrate that postselection increases the recognition power of both probabilistic and quantum real-time machines. It is well known that finite automata of these types with two-way access to their tape are more powerful than their real-time versions. We do not know if machines with restart equal general two-way automata in power, but we do know that they recognize certain nonregular languages. For a given string w, let |w| σ denote the number of occurrences of symbol σ in w.
Corollary 2. REG PostS.
Proof. The nonregular language L eq = {w ∈ {a, b} * | |w| a = |w| b } can be recognized by a RT-PFA [28] .
We also show that quantum postselection machines outperform their classical counterparts:
Proof. L pal = {w ∈ {a, b} * | w = w r } is in PostQAL, since there exists a RT-QFA algorithm for recognizing it [28] . However, L pal cannot be recognized with bounded error even by two-way PFAs [8] .
The recognition error of a given real-time machine with postselection can be reduced to any desired positive value by performing a tensor product of the machine with itself, essentially running as many parallel copies of it as required. Specifically, if we combine k copies of a machine with postselection state set Q pa ∪ Q pr , the new postselection accept and reject state sets can be chosen as
respectively. Note that the postselection feature enables this technique to be simpler than the usual "majority vote" approach for probability amplification. This is easy to see for probabilistic machines. See Appendix B for a proof for the quantum version.
Theorem 3. PostQAL and PostS are closed under complementation, union, and intersection.
Proof. For any language recognized by a RT-PostFA with bounded error, we can obtain a new RT-PostFA recognizing the complement of that language with bounded error, by just swapping the designations of the postselection accept and reject states. Therefore, both classes are closed under complementation. Let L 1 and L 2 be members of PostQAL (resp., PostS). Then, there exist two RT-PostQFAs (resp., RT-PostPFAs) P 1 and P 2 recognizing L 1 and L 2 with error bound ǫ ≤ 1 4 , respectively. Moreover, let Q pa 1 and Q pr 1 (resp., Q pa 2 and Q pr 2 ) represent the sets of postselection accept and reject states of P 1 (resp., P 2 ), respectively, and let Q p 1 = Q pa 1 ∪ Q pr 1 and Q p 2 = Q pa 2 ∪ Q pr 2 . By taking the tensor products of P 1 and P 2 , we obtain two new machines, say M 1 and M 2 , and set their definitions so that -the sets of the postselection accept and reject states of M 1 are
respectively, and -the sets of the postselection accept and reject states of M 2 are
respectively.
Thus, the following inequalities can be verified for a given input string w ∈ Σ * :
. We conclude that both classes are closed under union and intersection.
Theorem 4. PostQAL and PostS are subsets of S (QAL).
Proof. A given RT-PostFA can be converted to its counterpart in the corresponding standard model (without postselection) as follows:
-All nonpostselection states of the RT-PostFA are made to transition to accept states with probability Therefore, strings which are members of the original machine's language are accepted with probability exceeding 1 2 by the new machine. For other strings, the acceptance probability can be at most 1 2 . By using the fact that S is not closed under union and intersection [9, 10, 18] , Corollary 3, and Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4. PostS PostQAL S (QAL).
For instance, for any triple of integers u, v, w, where 0 < u < v < w, the languages [24] . It must therefore be the case that at least one of L 1 and L 2 is not in PostQAL.
Let us examine the extreme case where we wish our machines to make no error at all. Consider a RT-PostPFA (or RT-PostQFA) M that recognizes a language L with zero error. It is easy to see that we can convert M to a standard RT-PFA (or RT-QFA) M ′ that recognizes L with cutpoint zero by just designating the postselection accept states of M as the accept states of M ′ . We can build another RT-PFA (or RT-QFA) M ′′ that recognizes the complement of L with cutpoint zero by designating only the postselection reject states of M as the accept states of M ′′ . We therefore have the following:
(Note that it is still open [27] whether NQAL ∩ coNQAL contains a nonregular language or not.) We can conclude, using Corollaries 2 and 3, and the fact that L pal is not in NQAL ∩ coNQAL [27] , that allowing postselection machines to commit a small but nonzero amount of error increases their recognition power:
Corollary 6. ZPostS PostS, and ZPostQAL PostQAL.
Latvian PostFAs
The first examination of QFAs with postselection was carried out in [17] by Lāce, Scegulnaja-Dubrovska and Freivalds. The main difference between their machines, which we call Latvian RT-PostFAs, and abbreviate as RT-LPostFAs, and ours is that the transitions of RT-LPostFAs are not assumed to lead the machine to at least one postselection state with nonzero probability. RT-LPostFAs have the additional unrealistic capability of detecting if the total probability of postselection states is zero at the end of the processing of the input, and accumulating all probability in a single output in such a case.
Although the motivation for this feature is not explained in [17, 23] , such an approach may be seen as an attempt to compensate for some fundamental weaknesses of finite automata. In many computational models with bigger space bounds, one can modify a machine employing the Latvian approach without changing the recognized language so that the postselection state set will have nonzero probability for any input string. This is achieved by just creating some computational paths that end up in the postselection set with sufficiently small probabilities so that their inclusion does not change the acceptance probabilities of strings that lead the original machine to the postselection set significantly. These paths can be used to accept or to reject the input as desired whenever there is zero probability of observing the other postselection states. Unfortunately, we do not know how to implement this construction in quantum or probabilistic finite automata 2 , so we prefer our model, in which the only nonstandard capability conferred to the machines is postselection, to the Latvian one.
We will consider LPostQFAs 3 as machines of the type introduced in Section 3.1 with an additional component τ ∈ {A, R}, such that whenever the postselection probability is zero for a given input string w ∈ Σ * , -w is accepted with probability 1 if τ = A, -w is rejected with probability 1 if τ = R.
The bounded-error (resp., zero-error) classes corresponding to the RTLPostPFA and RT-LPostQFA models are called LPostS and LPostQAL (resp., ZLPostS and ZLPostQAL), respectively.
Proof. We only need to show that LPostS ⊆ PostS, the other direction is trivial. Let L be in LPostS and let P with state set Q, postselection states Q p = Q pa ∪ Q pr , and τ ∈ {A, R} be the RT-LPostPFA recognizing L with error bound ǫ < 1 2 . Suppose that L ′ is the set of strings that lead P to the postselection set with zero probability. By designating all postselection states as accepting states and removing the probability values of transitions, we obtain a real-time nondeterministic finite automaton which recognizes L ′ . Thus, there exists a real-time deterministic finite automaton, say D, recognizing L ′ . Let Q D and A D be the overall state set, and the set of accept states of D, respectively.
We combine P and D with a tensor product to obtain a RT-PostPFA P ′ . The postselection state set of
The postselection accept states of P ′ are:
P ′ is structured so that if the input string w is in L ′ , the decision is given deterministically with respect to τ , and if w / ∈ L ′ , (that is, the probability 2 In a similar vein, we do not know how to modify a given quantum or probabilistic automaton without changing the recognized language so that it is guaranteed to accept all strings with probabilities that are not equal to the cutpoint. A related open problem is whether coS = S or not [20, 27] , even when we restrict ourselves to computable transition probabilities [7] .
of postselection by P is nonzero,) the decision is given by the standard postselection procedure. Therefore, L is recognized by P ′ with the same error bound as P, meaning that L ∈ PostS.
Corollary 7. ZPostS=ZLPostS.
However, we cannot use the same idea in the quantum case due to the fact that the class of the languages recognized by real-time quantum finite automata with cutpoint zero (NQAL) is a proper superclass of REG [5, 19, 27] . 
Proof. Let L be a member of ZLPostQAL and M be a RT-LPostQFA recognizing L with zero error. If τ = R, for all w ∈ L, we have that p a M (w) is nonzero, and p r M (w) = 0. Thus, we can design a RT-QFA recognizing L with cutpoint zero. Similarly, if τ = A, for all w / ∈ L, we have p r M (w) is nonzero, and p a M (w) = 0. Thus, we can design a RT-QFA recognizing L with cutpoint zero.
Proof. Since L eq is a member of PostS, L eq is also a member of PostS. Therefore, it is not hard to design a RT-PostPFA recognizing L eqeq .
Since L eqeq is not a member of NQAL ∪ coNQAL [27] , we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 7. ZLPostQAL LPostQAL.
By using the fact 4 that L pal ∈ coNQAL \ NQAL [27], we can state that RT-LPostQFAs are strictly more powerful than RT-PostQFAs, at least in the zero-error mode:
Theorem 8. LPostQAL is closed under complementation.
Proof. If a language is recognized by a RT-LPostQFA with bounded error, by swapping the accepting and rejecting postselection states and by setting τ to {A, R} \ τ , we obtain a new RT-LPostQFA recognizing the complement of the language with bounded error. Therefore, LPostQAL is closed under complementation.
Theorem 9. LPostQAL ⊆ uQAL (uS).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 with the exception that -if τ = A, we have recognition with nonstrict cutpoint; -if τ = R, we have recognition with strict cutpoint.
It was shown in [22] that the language L say , i.e.
cannot be recognized by a RT-LPostQFA. Since L say / ∈ uS [13] , the same result follows easily from Theorem 9.
Bigger space complexity classes with postselection
Let us briefly discuss how our results can be generalized to probabilistic or quantum Turing machines with nonconstant space bounds. For that purpose, we start by imposing the standard convention that all transition probabilities or amplitudes used in Turing machines with postselection should be restricted to efficiently computable real numbers. It is evident that the relationship between the classes of languages recognized by realtime machines with postselection and real-time machines with restart established in Theorem 2 can be generalized for all space bounds, since one does not consume any additional space when one resets the head, and switches to the initial state.
Machines with postselection with two-way input tape heads need not halt at the end of the first pass of the input, and therefore have to be defined in a slightly different manner, such that the overall state set is partitioned into four subsets, namely, the sets of postselection accept, Fig. 1 . The relationships among classical and quantum constant spacebounded classes postselection reject, nonpostselection halting, and nonpostselection nonhalting states. Since two-way machines are already able to implement restarts, adding that capability to them does not increase the language recognition power. Therefore, for any space bound, the class of languages recognized with bounded error by a two-way machine with postselection equals the class recognized by the standard version of that machine, which also forms a natural bound for the power real-time or one-way versions of that model with postselection.
We also note that the language L pal cannot be recognized with bounded error by probabilistic Turing machines for any space bound o(log n) [12] , and Corollary 3 can therefore be generalized to state that (two-way/oneway/real-time) quantum Turing machines with postselection are superior in recognition power to their probabilistic counterparts for any such bound.
Concluding Remarks
The relation between postselection and restarting can be extended easily to other cases. For example, PostBQP can also be seen as the class of languages recognized by polynomial-size quantum circuits that have been augmented to model the restart action. Figure 1 summarizes the results presented in this paper. Dotted arrows indicate subset relationships, and unbroken arrows represent the cases where it is known that the inclusion is proper. Note that the real numbers appearing in the finite automaton definitions are assumed to be restricted as explained in Section 5 for compatibility with the classes based on Turing machines. With that restriction, BPSPACE(1) and BQSPACE(1) denote the classes of languages recognized with bounded error by two-way probabilistic and quantum finite automata, respectively.
A The proof of Theorem 1
We will use almost the same idea presented in the proof of Theorem 1 in [28] , in which a similar relationship was shown to hold between the RT-PFA and the RT-KWQFA , after linearizing the computation of the given RT-QFA . Let G = (Q, Σ, {E σ∈Σ }, q 1 , Q a , Q r ) be an n-state RT-QFA recognizing L with error bound ǫ. We will construct a 3n 2 + 6-state RT-KWQFA M recognizing the same language with error bound ǫ ′ ≤ ǫ.
The computation of G can be linearized by using techniques described on Page 73 in [25] (also see [26, 29] ), and so we obtain a n 2 ×n 2 -dimensional matrix for each σ ∈Σ, i.e. A σ = |Eσ| i=1 E σ,i ⊗ E * σ,i . We then add two new states, q n 2 +1 (q a ) and q n 2 +2 (q r ), and correspondingly construct new transition matrices so that the overall accepting and rejecting probabilities, respectively, are summed up on these new states, i.e. Let S be a finite set and {As | s ∈ S} be a set of m × m-dimensional matrices. We present a method in order to find two sets of a m×m-dimensional matrices, {Bs | s ∈ S} and {Cs | s ∈ S}, with a generic constant l such that the columns of the matrix 
form an orthonormal set for each s ∈ S. The details are given below.
1. The entries of Bs∈S and Cs∈S are set to 0. 2. For each s ∈ S, the entries of Bs are updated to make the columns of As Bs pairwise orthogonal. Specifically, for i = 1, . . . , m − 1 set bi,i = 1 for j = i + 1, . . . , m set bi,j to some value so that the i th and j th columns become orthogonal set ls to the maximum of the lengths (norms) of the columns of As Bs 3. Set l = max({ls | s ∈ S}). Based on the template given in Figure 2 , we calculate a constant l and the sets B σ∈Σ and C σ∈Σ , such that the columns of the matrix
form an orthonormal set. Thus, for each σ ∈Σ, we define transition matrices of M as
